
Teen Titan's Judas Contract Animated feature film. Led by Starfire, the Teen 
Titans - Beast Boy, Raven, Blue Beetle, Robin and the just-returned Nightwing 
- have built a cohesive team in their never-ending battle against evil; but 
their newest teammate, the mysterious and powerful Terra, may be altering 
that dynamic. Meanwhile, an ancient evil, Brother Blood, has awakened, and 
familiar foe Deathstroke is lurking in the shadows - both waiting to pounce. 
Ultimately, the Teen Titans will need to battle their enemies and their own 
doubts to unite and overcome the malicious forces around them in this 
twisting tale of intrigue, adventure and deception.  Warner
Hidden Figures is the incredible untold story of Katherine Johnson (Taraji P. 
Henson), Dorothy Vaughan (Octavia Spencer) and Mary Jackson (Janelle 
Mone)brilliant African-American women working at NASA, who served as 
the brains behind one of the greatest operations in history: the launch of 
astronaut John Glenn into orbit, a stunning achievement that restored the 
nations confidence, turned around the Space Race, and galvanized the 
world. The visionary trio crossed all gender and race lines to inspire 
generations to dream big. Warner
Punchline Sally Field and Tom Hanks, who take center stage in the smash hit 
Punchline. Field (Forrest Gump, Mrs. Doubtfire) stars as Lilah Krytsick, a New 
Jersey housewife and mother of three who desperately wants to make it big 
as a comedienne. All her life people have been telling her she's funny and 
now her home life has been catapulted into chaos as she spends her night 
onstage at the New York comedy club the Gas Station. Hanks (Cast Away, 
Saving Private Ryan) plays Steven Gold, a self-centered Lenny Bruce type 
who's been stealing the spotlight at the Station with his irrepressible, 
natural comedic talent. Drawn to one another, Steven helps the stumbling 
Lilah turn her routine from flat to funny, while Lilah helps Steven keep his 
anguished life together. With critically-acclaimed performances by Hanks 
and Field, Punchline is a fascinating drama about the often harrowing world 
of comedy. Sony
What Planet Are You From? To save his planet of men, an alien named 
Harold (Garry Shandling) is sent to earth to procreate with a woman. But 
he's worlds away from understanding the opposite sex. As he hits on every 
female in sight, he runs into one technical difficulty...his "member" buzzes 
when he's aroused. On top of that, his pick-up lines are bad and his social 
skills are worse. Mix in a suspicious FAA official (John Goodman) and an 
underhanded co-worker (Greg Kinnear) and Harold's mission seems next to 
impossible. Through it all, Harold's dating game adventures are geared 
toward one intergalactic goal: scoring - until he meets Ms. Right Sony
The Suburbans There goes the nieghborhood when The Suburbans, the 
height of cool back in the day, are rediscovered by an overly eager fan 
turned high-powered music executive (Jennifer Love Hewitt) determined to 
stage the comeback of her favorite eighties band. Suddenly, four regular 
guys (Craig Bierlo, Will Ferrel, Tony Guma, and Donal Lardner Ward) find 
themselves faced with the possibility of recapturing the fifteen minutes of 
fame they lost eighteen years ago. But when their fantasy of rock stardom is 
replaced with the reality of humiliating MTV interviews, an ill-fated video 
and an impossible lack of talentThe Suburbans must decide whether to go 
down quietly as one-hit wonders, or squeeze the retro trend 'till it squeaks! 
Mill Creek
Kidnapped In 1751, a Scottish boy, David Balfour, becomes heir to a family 
fortune. But his greedy, parsimonious, uncle cheats him out of every cent. 
Then the penniless David is kidnapped by the cruel Captain Hoseason, who 
sets sail for the Carolinas, where he plans to sell David as an indentured 
slave. Good luck finally arrives in the form of Alan Breck Stewart, a Scottish 
soldier who rescues the boy. The two return to Scotland to reclaim David's 
inheritance and ruin the uncle's evil plans. Mill Creek
Heidi Although the rough-and-ready Allan Dwan was at first underwhelmed 
about the idea of working with the 1930s child star, his collaboration with 
Temple turned out to be a pleasure for both. She stars as the title character 
in this adaptation of the children's classic. Set in the Swiss Alps during the 
19th Century, the film opens with Heidi's Aunt Dete (Mady Christians) taking 
her to live with the girl's grandfather Adolph Kramer (Jean Hersholt), a 
rather ill-tempered hermit. Although the old man at first refuses to speak to 
the girl, he soon grows to love her. When Pastor Schultz (Thomas Beck) tries 
to persuade Kramer to bring the girl to church, he angrily refuses at first, but 
finally relents, and the two are accepted into the local community. Heidi's 
aunt suddenly returns, kidnapping the girl and taking her to the home of 
her wealthy employer Herr Sesemann (Sidney Blackmer), in Franfurt. He 
needs a child to spend time with Klara (Marcia Mae Jones), his invalid 
daughter, since he's often away on business. Heidi soon tries to escape, 
while her grandfather has already begun the 100-mile journey to Franfurt to 
find her. This amiable version of the classic features a top-drawer cast of 
character actors, and Dwan keeps thing moving along briskly. Mnibus
Punching Henry Hapless satirical songwriter Henry Phillips is lured to LA by 
renowned TV producer Jay Warren, who wants to make a show about the life 
of a struggling performer. When Jay sees Henry bomb at a local club, he is 
convinced that this story must be told. With the support of his longtime 
musician friend Jillian, and his well-meaning but sub-par manager Ellen 
Pinsky, Henry endures the ups and downs of LA living, and even secures 
what appears to be the Hollywood dream. But as a major TV network gets 
involved, he must decide whether his legacy will be to make jokes, or 
become the butt of them. Well Go
Rings Discover the "Terrifying" New Chapter in the groundbreaking Ring 
franchise. When a radical college professor (Johnn Galecki, The Big Bang 
Theory) finds the mysterious video rumored to kill viewers seven days after 
watching, he enlists his students in a dangerous experiment to uncover the 
secrets behind the Samara legend. When the deadly video goes viral, they 
must figure out a way to break the curse and defeat Samara before her evil 
is unleashed upon the world. But how do you stop her when she's 
everywhere? Paramount
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